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ond insurance i, frequt"ntly employed
by municipal and corporate bo.rrower.s
to reduce the cost of debt. Investors
will pav a higher price (or t'quiv,dently,
accept :i lo,wr yield) for an insured bond, because
ofits guarallteed interest and principal payments.
lmurance also enh,mces distribmion-b~·cause
certain inVt"stors ,ire restricted to bonds rated :it
least AAA, less creditworthy issuers can tap this
nurket by insuring their bonds.
While commonplace for tax-exe111pt
bonds (about 50'){, of the new issues are insured,
by companies such as AMBAC and MBIA).
iusur;JJKe is less widely used for taxable bonds.
Among the latter, those targeting retail investors
art" ofren insurt"d.
The insurance premium dep.:nds on the
perceived default risk of the issuer as retlt"cted
in p.:irt by the issuer's credit rating, The lower
the rating, the higher is the premium, But
judging by the popularity of bond insurance,
the intt'rc,t savings clearly outweigh the premiums paid .i, obserVt"d by Angel f1994!
among others. This article foct1ses on identifving which oftht two commonly ofl:;;red pre11m1m plans for call:ihk bonds is the more cost
effective, assuming the decision to insure h,1,
already been made.

B

ALTERNATIVE PREMIUM PLANS
from the ptrspectlw of the borrower an
"upfront-only" payment structure has the major
drawback tb,\t there is no rt"bate fr)l· the unuti-
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lized portion of tht' insurance when the bomh
are retired prior to m;iturity. When no alternatiw payml'nt plms werL' available, periods of
intemiw refinancings pn,cipitated by dtclining
interest ratts brought windfall profits to the
insurance companies. bsucr, ,vould oc(asionally
be able to negotiate some concession
the
insurer tov.:ards a policy on a new i,sue but this
was by 110 means something to he counted on.
Ewntually competition hrt"d innovation
and insurers began to ofFer an alternative plan
for ca!Ltbk hond,. Today an issuer ha, a choice
of payrng upfront only (as bdt)l'l') or a smaller
iuiti,11 amount followed by level periodic prt"mium installmem, from the first call date until
the bond 1s retired.
Earlitr this yc>;ir, f<ir example, a corporation considered insuring a srnn million taxable
l3Bl3+ rated 30-vear retail 1ss11e with a fl.87:i%
coupon, callabk at par after five yc>ars, Tht
single upfront prtmitm1 quoted by the insurer
was L43'Y., of total debt ,crvicc (or 4.38%, of
facl.' value). The "pay-as-you-go" pLm had an
upfront premium of l. 'ill'){, of deht service
through the first tlve vv:trs (1.14%, of face value)
and () .42'i, of fact value per year thereafter.
If the bonds are callc>d afi:er five years, the
pay-,1s-yo11-go plan would clearly h,ive the lower
cost. JJut if the bonds remam outstanding for
30 years. tht" (present value adjusted) cost of the
U.42'Yu annu:11 paylllt'ntS, at around 4.13% of
par, added to the initi,11 2. 14% of par payment
would amount co (,,27'Y,, of par, and ,vould
exceed the 4.38% of par payment of the> ''one-

time" plan. The challenge of identifying the plan with the
lower expected cost arises from the fact that the life of a
callable bond depend, on the course of interest rates.

The decision should be based on rcfi111di11.v. cffidrncy, which
they define as:

Refunding Efficiency =

REFUNDING OF CALLABLE BONDS
The answer to the challenge posed above lies in the
understanding of whe11 bond~ are called. \Vhile there are
various reasons for retiring bonds prior to maturity. the most
common by far is refimding when interest rate, are low.
Variatiom on the theme of calling and refunding
include repurchasing not-yet-callable bonds or deteasing
such bond~ to the first call cbte. In the case of municipal
bonds, "advance refunding" may also be permitted.
This allmvs the issut'r to lock in interest savings prior
to the initial call date by ddeasing the bond, with an escrow
consisting of US. Treasury obligations. For example. if
interest rates decline steeply after issuance, a JO-year bond
callable in 10 years could be advance refunded after one year,
i.e., nine years prior to the initial call date and 29 years prior
to maturity. While the bonds would remain outstanding
until the initial cJII date, insurance is no longer required.
because the U.S. Treasury obligatiom constituting the e,;crow
are default-free.
Exactly how low rates should decline to trigger a
refi.mding is a matter of some complexity. Merely establishing that there are savings from refunding is insufficient; one should also determine the value of the option
being forfeited. Boyce and Kalotay [1979] proposed the
analytical framework to make the right call (pun intt'nded).

Presem Value of" Caihjlow Savings
Value

,!f" Call Option

In essence, a bond should be refimded only if the
savings represent dose to I ()(Yr.', of the fmii:ited option
value (Howard and Kalotay [1988]). Since the savings
from option exercise cannot exceed the value of the
option, refunding efficiency cannot exceed 100%.
While calculating the cashtlmv savings is straightfon,;ard, valuing the call option require~ specialized expertise and computing power (Kalotay, Williams. and Fabozzi
!19931). Critical inputs, in addition to the terms of the
bond, include the issuer's current borrowing rate, interest
rate volatility, and transaction costs.
With municipal issues digible for advance refi.mding,
a further complexity is introdm:ed. The mechanics of
advance refunding are somewhat different from calling
and refunding (also known as current refunding).
Nonetheless, the notion of refunding efficiency still applies.
The only difference is that the value of the advance
refunding option is incorporated into the analysis together
with the value of the call option (Kalotay and May I1998]).
Exhibits 1 and 2 illustrate the application of refunding
efficiency. We assumed that the optionless 20-ycar (taxable)
rate is 7.05'/1,, the yield curve is typically upward sloping,
and interest rate volatility is 10%. This last input is required
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for calculating option values, but does not affect cash flow
savings. The bonds considered for refi.mding have 20 years
left to maturity and they are currently callable at 100.
For bonds of this structure whose coupons range
from 7':Yo to 8%, Exhibit 1 shows the savings from
refunding at 7 .05% and the option value. As expected,
the higher the c0l1pon, the greater are both the savings
and the option value. llut while savings can be negative
and increase linearly. option value is always positive and
does not increase at the same rate unless it is deep in the
money. As the coupon increases, s;rvings and option value
approach each other asymptotically.
Exhibit 2 displays the corresponding refunding efficiencies. Clearly the higher the coupon, the higher is the
efficiency. Whell the coupon is relatively low, the efficiency
is well below 100%; in fact, when the savings are negative
so is the efficiency. But at a coupon of roughly 7. 70% the
efficiency reaches 100%. We conclude that if the coupon
is higher than 7.70%, the bond should be called immediately. A similar pattern would emerge ifwe fixed the bond's
coupon and gradual1y lowered interest rates.

tax purposes, which are not considered here) and should
have no bearing on the refimding decision. So a bond
insured with a single upfront premium should be andlyzed in the manner described above, without consideration

of insuran.cc.
The analysis of a bond insured with a pay-as-yougo plan is fundamentally different because it must incorporate the ongoing premiums. These prcmimrn; should be
added to the actual coupom to determine the etl:ective
interest cost beyond the non-callable period. Because of
its higher prospective cost, it is clear that a bond with a
pay-as-you-go plan is a bettt:r candidate for refu11ding
than one with an upfront-only payment.
For analytical purposes, the payments under the payas-you-go plan can be represented as a step-up coupon
bond, where the coupon steps up at the expiration of the
call protection period. In other words, the bond pays the
stated coupon during tbe non-callable period and a higher
coupon (stated coupon plus ongoing insurance premium)
thereafter.

SELECTING THE RIGHT PAYMENT PLAN
THE REFUNDING DECISION
APPLIED TO INSURED BONDS
When considering whether or not to refund a
callable bond, sunk costs such as insurance premiums paid
and underwriting fees are irrelevant (except possibly for
84

IN,u1u:,;c C."'1LAH!E lh)NllS: SHLCTING THF Rl(,HT PAYMENT PLAN

While upfront prernivms do not figure in refonding
decisions, they do when comparing alternative payment
plans at the time ofissue, because they ;tffect the amount
of cash the issuer gets in hand. For instance, in the upfrontpayment-only plan, the proceeds to the issuer are less than
SPRING :!00.)

EXHIBIT 3
Comparison of Alternative Premium Payment Plans
($100MM 30-Year 6.875 Retail Issue Callable at Par After Five Years)
Premium Plan
Item

Upfront
Premium Only
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** B011d modeled ,1s a wlla/1/c step-up payi11.~ 6.875% i11iti,11/y all(/

7.29511, afi,•1Jit't' )'l'ar.<.

those under the pay-as-you-go plan. However, this is only
part of the picture, because the prospectiw cost of the
pay-as-you-go structure will be higher after the bond
becomes callable.
To line up both plans in an apples-to-apples fashion,
we bring proceeds and expected cost together and compare their expected cost per dollar mised. This measure is
given by:

E.lpected Cost per Dollar Raised

_!.jpl!Cted Cost f!f Future Cashjlows
Proceeds

In calculating expected cost, the appropriate discount rate is the issuer's uninsured borravving rate (its
marginal cost of debt), independent of whether or not
the bonds are insured. The plan that results in the lower
expected cost per dollar raised is the more cost effective.
Let us revisit our real-life example, a $100 million
30-year 6.875'!1) retail issue callable at par after five years.
To calculate the expected cost of the bond under the two
different payment plans, we assumed a short-term interest
rate volatility of 10% and that interest rates follow a
random walk according to the industry-standard lognorm.al process.
SPIUNG :20!)]

100.447

i

94.7131

1

161 Expected Cost Per $JOO Raised($)

I

We model the bond under the pay-a,-you-go plan
as a callable step-up coupon bond that pays 6.875'X, during
the first five years and 7.295% (6.875% + ongoing premium of 0.42%) thereafter. Under each "state of the
world" the decision whether to cal1 the bond or not is
made in the manner described earlier.
The results of our analysis are in Exhibit 3. The issuer
receives less (92.471'Yi, of face amount) uudl"r the first plan
after deducting the upfront premium and underwriting fee
than under the second (94. 7 l 3%). But the expected cost of
future casht1ows under the pay-as-you-go plan is higher
(94.790%) than that under the upfront-payment-only plan
(92.884%). The 1.906% difference is the expected cost of
the periodic premium payments. Adding that to the 2.137%
upfront premium gives us a total expected insurance cost
of 4.043% of face under the pay-as-you-go plan, making it
the cheaper alternative by 0.336% (4.379% - 4.043%) or
$336,000 for the $100 million bond issue.

CONCLUSION
We have developed an option valuation framework
to compare the cost of the two commonly available payment plans for insuring callable bonds. The cost of the first
-the single upfront premium-is straightforward. The
THE JOURNAi
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cost of the second, which involvt's a smalJer initial premium follO\wd by level periodic payments from the call
date, cannot be obtained directly.
We model the bond, in this latter case, as a callable
step-up and value it accordingly. Using the measure of
"expected cost per dollar raised" we compare the two
plans to determine which is the more cost effective.
Insurt'rs could also use this approach to calibrate their
pricing.
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